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HURRICANE LUMBERS TOWARD CAROLINAS
Memphis Press-Scimitar Writer Army Troops
Comments On Murray Events To Construct
Radar Stations

-PAR:IING IS 5UCI4 SWEET SORROW

The following artiele is taken
from the August 8tb issue \of the
Merriphrs, Tenn., Press - Scimitar.
The title of it is "Strolling'. by
Eldon Roark in which he comments on his recent visit to Murray The article follows:
Should've Known There Was a
Catch to It

iSmith Wins
10:Mi1e Hour Winds Boiling
Batting Crown Near Center Second Hurricane
In Babe Ruth

rabbits-about $500 worth.
CHARLESTON, S.C., Aug. 16 lIlt
Winds long
the coast should
I was surprised that they had
-Hun ricane Diane lumbered to- reach gale or hurricane force hito release rabbits in order to have
ward the coast ef the Oarol;nas at night o rearly W'"nesday, t It e
good rabbit hunting. I thought
WASHINGTON, Aug. 16 t need today with a weather advisory s
Tides were
Roy Smith led all hitters in the skew freight'
rabbits multiplied faster than even The Army announced
today that
Babe Ruth League with a 500 tempest of Denile-an-hour winds running high alter.' storm.
the
most
enthusiastic
hunters 3,000 troops are pushing toward
The coast was be
od up tight
mark The race for the champion- boiling near its center.
could kilt thorn. But not so-not up
the Artic frontier with enough
Savannah Beach, u,, . was largely
ship was very close as 22 points
this way
building material to construct more
Intensity of the storm had drop.. .e-V:a-cuated and'boarded up. Blimps
separated the top three batters.
TVs probably going to be a
hard' than 50 radar stations and other
ped 15 miles an hour since early. 'at the Navy's Glynn° Station at
Smith really fell down in his
VIINCENNES. Ind. - You run year on coon, by the way, on ac- sites on the continent's air raid
morning.'
Brunswick. G., were flown
to
battling as he lost 15 poinst. as he
into a roadblocic ot history when count of old Davy Crockett. The warning net.
had 12 for 25 in the second half. -South Carolina was warned that Mnadigemery, Ala. Disaster she)-'
you hit this historic old town on coons call him Public Enemy No. 1.
The announcement, giving the
Shroat moved up from filth to sec- the second hurricane in a week to ters were designated :n the (RinThat fellow !shouting? No, it
the Wirbagh.
-•
ond and was leading until the last hit the Atlantic seaboard's mid- ger area - 19 in Charleston QUMturned nut that he wasn't acution- first indication of the number of
But before I get Quaint-before
game of the season as he gained section would bring torrential rains tl alone - and were provisioned
Ing off anything. He had no con- locations planned tor the distant
I 'tart hobnobbing with the bronz29 points on his batting average and passible severe floods with the with food and medical supplies.
nection with the patidge distribu- early warning DEW line, said
ed old gentlemen of the past virtu)
ShOvse:s and -Increasing amidin the'second half as -he went 11 wind.
tion. He was an Itinerant preacher, the specially trained troops will
sat around on their pedestals-let
were in store for eastern South
for 21 and. moved into third place.
And you know how those curt- unload inon' than 200.000 tons of
me bring you up to date on this
Ceroliaa .tpdaY, spreading inland
A noon
EDT advisOry
p
Pugh was the first half leader,
house - square preachers operate. construction material and supplies
aimless trip.
'to
but fell 136 points as he was Jug Diane's center 235 miles southeast tonight with rain of t
They preach where thy can corner along the largely unexplored high
The, last report you had from
or
more, WeatherMen
to collect four hits in 20 times _at of Myetle Beach, S. C The howler inches
the largest aud,ersee-under the Arctic mast line
me, in cast you have fsirgotten
moving toward the north - warned that riven over most at
The DEW line is • sjpint
bat The leader this year fell qiiiet
trees
where the loafers sit on
since yeeterdav was dated Paris,
a bit below last years leader. 11ertraest at IS miles an hour. ft The state may' Nee rapidly Wedbeeches in the shade The loafers Canadian venture. being financed
Tenn. And we've seen and sweated
Jerry Buchanan .spo. Tommy Wells was expected to slam inland some- nesdar"
may not be interested in what by this country. desiened to pro• lot shone then. STROLLTNG is
Weathermen indications
said
and Ted Billington batted .587 and where near the South Carolina the preacher is saying. In fact, he vide four to six hours warning of
written several
North Carolina border early on were that Diane would smock the
days ahead of may be interfere
PARTING from Hawaii must hays bee,
sweet s. ow for
.544 respectfully last yera,
with their con- approaching enemy bomber atpublication You may be having
Upper South Carolina or the North
Col. John K. Arnold, one of the 11 American airmen released by
In other departments Smith led Wednesday morning.
svehation or their dozing, but they tacks along the polar approaches
a blizzard by the time this gets
Carolina coast late tonaaht or WedRed Chine. This la the way he was treated during stopover on
the league with the most hits
won't get up and move Too much to North America.
into print, but right now this whole
riesday morning.
way home. Tress are beauty girls Mary Snlvely, 18, and (right)
with 29 Shroat led in runs scored MS ,AND MRS WATEUS
trouble
Seven radar stations already are
Mrd-West is sizzling I believe it
Navy and Air Force reconnais(International Rousufahoto)
,,ILudrey Garda,211.
with 13 and also RBIs with 24. ARE PARENTS OF-,SON
operating in the American segis the hottest country I ever gaw, Big Sanitises at Murray. Ky.
sance planes loeseerst the "eye" of
Nelnan Shroat also led the doubalong
of
line,
ment
north
the
the
not even exceoring the deserts of
We drove thru the grounds of
the storm and found winds over a
les with seven and Snen led the
Firs: Lt and M.11 Robert Tog
coast of Alaska.. Others are functhe West. Th..h .. ispo_
Murray Slate_ coilege,aegiareus. foe
sm.A la neon'
lour- Shira.a..-waa
otert-parentreat
hr-Grarntelitt
--thrrifillthrVariaStrinlancr.rup this way
115 mils* an hour. But hurt- weal
orliTeinPhis -sate in football and
the leader in stolen bases with David Richard, born Sunday.
Jab' force wit as whirled out for 323
ena of the net which is approx.
But we are stubborn We just' hasfltball I tried to do a little
19 and home runs with two.
Frasiee
hospital
Army
in
an
31,
in
unately
lone
miles
3.000
Work
know that if we go far enough staling for Memphis State. bit I
north and east and
In the pitchman depertmena Paz% Th-ip
!
..ve ocic oth es 'son, Robert. lo no!to tie
now is beginning to fill In the
' toe
north, welt everothelty come to - Cestenned am Page 3
became
'"W. pier as9111
s1 o
--.
4re
z
setlarge gap acmes the tsp of Canada
a cool spot We aim to do it. even
CarImrtarn:
Babe Ruth League to go undeSACRAMENTO!'
Lt Waters is with the Army, 350 alias from the center to the
Aug. If
The Army said it has two task
If we have to go right over the
feated
.as
he won seven and loan. Headquavtars,
Airmaf
Danigl
France
having,
in
C.
Schmidt,
!runes in the shipping operation.
northeast and eiist and 200 miles
7
Pole and come hack to Memphis
ral
e e og eipmed another none.- This gives Pugh a 12 won served there since February 1954. fat the sowthwesl.
which must be completed by late
thru South and Central America
and one ost record for the two,
man
While
e
Javial
joined
a prisoner of
Mrs Waters and ton
their
September 'before peter tee makes
The 2C2 rose in fury along the
Anyway. from Paris we drove
the Chinese Communists, has de- years Se has plthhediri league It:an:
end ofhtit
t/In 'France last coast at the storm moved toward
further navigation impoasible.
straight north over 641 to Murray.
play. Pugh also led al :aWitient
cided
to
sue
for divorce.
LONDON. Aug. 18 474 -Stottand
'of service in She enure. Tides four feet Midget
ir
Ooe force left Seattle hat month
Ky And there we found some
in the department With 76 strike
the Enropean theater will tertian- than noimal were reported early
and soon will pass Past Barrow Yard today announced the re,-overy
excitement
Schmidt's attorney, Howard C' outs.
SI
to
today. They
were expected
Alaska. headed toward Canada's of "the bulk if not.41" arms and Welch, said the 23-year
The
courthouse
square
wit
-old atrrnite
Satirday's
itUitarIgniparenta of the grow steadily as Diane moved
Rev Van Bogard Dunn and Rev central Arctic stets. The other ammunition etolen
eroweled. I could hear a man shoutwill charge extreme mental cruel23rd Mrs Richard nearer.
neu baby are
ing over under- the tree, and I 'J. A Fisher have been added . to force. brciken• Intl two groupie is daring raid by members at the ty He said
the charges would In
"Navy and Air Force have airI T. Waters of the Hazel Highway.
could see people leaving the square !the facialta of Lambuth Colic/es seterating Song the mist of Baffin Tri-h Republican Army on Arbor- "very
general
in
nature" He defield barracks. near London
craft in the hurricane thist morn.
with large cardboard boxes with Jacksaln,
hit.zhpy ,will offer Island and northeastern Canada.
clined to discuses, the possibility of
rig and sae giving frequent pose
air holes cut in them I put two courses at the Methrsaist
having asasalysita Norfolk. Va.
Detectives recovered the not in charging Una. 20. with adultery or
:sins of the eye," the Weather
and two together, and assurped while continuing in their regular
serhtioind.
a building in London's Caledonia desem
Bureau said.
that an auction was taking plaice. Corderence appointments.
Road area.
Schmidt has not yet decided
Seawalls Threatened
I'm a bargein-hurster. and I'll bid
The case was broken earls today whether to atk for custody of their
The red and b:a k hurnean!
on anything-well, up to 45 cents j Dr. Dunn, pastor of Forest Heigby detectives who had. bee, keep, 2-year-old son, Danny.
flag fluttered- Arum Fernandina."
-and we parked arid I hurried to hts Marthrdist Church. Jackvon, will
inc watch on a vacant store
"We are jointly trying In deter
Fla, northwerd to Wilmington,
verve as head of the Department of
the scene of activity.
on Caledonia Road.
mine
if
it
would
be
in
e
the
be
I NC.. less than a week after Hur"What is it in the boxes?" I Religion He is marned to the for--"We have reSovered the Milk if interests of the boy for his father
raceme Connie smashed
inland
naked a small farmer-looking fel- mer Miss Jerry Wirt, daughter of
Nrw YORK. Aug. .16
- not all, of the weapons arid am- to have custody." Welch
along the North Carolina coast
said. ,
low on the edge of the crowd.;Mr and Mrs Max Hurt, formerly Sergeant James .0 Gallagher
ad- munition stolen in the Arnorfield
SI
Schmidt's
mother. Mrs. Nellie
seawalls
wreaking
damage
to
of Murray.
°Ch ickens'"
mitted on the witness stand today raid." a Scotland Yard egankesman Peters, of
----Portland. Ore., has said
witch has not yet been fully re•IF
Then I really got interested.
that
he
cursed
said.
the
sergeant
who
WILLIAM
By
C.
SEXTON
The
Jackson
she
would be glad to take care
pester did his underpaired.
Nothing better than patidee on
Britain
had
been
Vetted Press Staff Correspondent
s eioualy Danny Of her son gets custody.
graduate study at Murray State accused him of murdering an AmeCoastal residents braced hurtreoft "How much are they?'
rican
soldier
alarmed
two
bitt
by
he
said
GENEVA.
daring
he
raids
tIlt
Aug
16
did
withThe
College
At Duke University he
Schmidt returned home Friday
riedly for the expected high tides,
'Free.'
It
because
wig
in
tie
48
Innocent.
'nited
hours
States
on
announeed
British
today
barracks
earned his BD degree In New
after spending 32 months' as pristorrential rains and strong winds.
Wow Free pa ti dges!
Gallagher, testifying under cross- and arsenals and Britt* notice oner of the
that President Eisenhower wants Military air bases along the shore
Reds He was- one of II
But there was a catch in It Testament and the Ph.D. in New
eximination
another
warned
at his court marUal
that the outlawed IRA ap- American airmen whose
Atoms For Peace confer- evacuated planet and Marine bullThere were six young ones in a Testament theology. At Duke he
B29 was
on charges of murdering three parently was attempting to stock- shot down
ence to carry on "the great begin - drzers pushed
dunes
up sand
during. the Korean War.
box If you accepted them, you was a Kearns fellow in 1952-63 and
rang"
in international atomic co- where North Carolina's seawalls
Arnertcan prisofien.. of war in Ko- pile arms for a large-al.' future
His wife. Una, said she married
weren't supposed to eat therm You a teaching fellow in 196344. He is
nperation.
rea and collaborating with the attempt to end the partition of Alfred
were damaged by Conroe.
had to agree to take them to your a member of Phi Beta Kappa and
Fine, 21,, a husky Sierra
Adm. Lewis L. Strauss, chairChief hurt icone forecaster Gorof the Memphis Conference with Commernsta, teethed that the man Ireland
logger, last September "in Mexifarm. and release them
man of the U.S Atomic Energy dan Dunn said at Miami that "a
The reeovered aims were found co" At the
he swnre. ;it was SO Lloyd W.
Quail Chicks, Coons and
time. she claimed, she
Even eight years of preaching experience
Comm/ital.:in, said the President tropical storm of. this . intensity
Fisher who is married to the Pate of Augusta. Ga.. a fellow pris- packed in a number of wooden thought Schmidt was dead.
Rabbits
had authorized him to express the should carry hurricane force winds
cares inside the vacant shop
Mss, Hurt
Welch said the divorce action
Members of the Calloway Coun- former Miss Annie Laura Farmer. oner in Korea from 1951 until
United States' hope that the work about 50 miles inland. It will begin
Twelve detectives of Scotland
ty Cringervatron Club were handl- daughter of Mrs Toy Farmer. Sr., 1953
will be filed in the near future,
Max
Hurt,
former
secretary
(d
begun here will 'cOntinue.
Gallagher said that in March. Yard's special branch entered the but he said
to brook up rether rapidly during
ing the distribution. That's
an of Murray. is a graduate of Murray
the exact date has not the Murray Chamber or Commerce
store end seized the anrns which,
"I've just received a message' this time but will carry gale winds
State College and earned the BD. 1952. Pate came up to him and
organization of sportsmen.
yet been set
Calloway farmer, now execu- front
and
him rldr. Eisenhower, auth- for another 100-20(1 rMles they said. apperently urea preparThe club gets day-old
quail degree at Vanderbilt University and accused him of murdering Cpl
Schmidt and Una were married tive secretary of the Woodmen of
orizins me to state-that it ii his
ed for shipment elsewhere.
chicks from the state hatchery and the M.A degree at Northwestern Jahn William Jones of Detroit. one
in May. 1952. He went overseas the World with offices in Omaha. hope that
The first reports from Scotland
a second conference will
raises them. When they are eight University. He also did graduate of the three men the Z3-year-old
Yard did not mention any arrests. five week, later His plane was -Nebraska, will be the speaker at be convaed at a later date . ."
weeks old, they are large enough work at the University of Alabama. Brooklyn soldier :s accused of
shot
down
in
the Methodist Men's monthly din- Strause told the American Club of
January. 1933
Sir John Knott Bower. commisto fend for themselves Then they
Una's attorney. Harold Berliner. ner meeting on Wednesday evening. Geneva in an informal lonchenn
eht present Rev Fisher is superin- tossing from their Korean prison sioner of notice and
deputy Sir
camp shelter into the sub-zero cold
are distributed to members of the tendent of the Brownsville
Mr. Hurt is well known for his address.
Dis,
Ronald Howell were present- when said he had no comment to make
----where they froze•to death.
club and to others who will co- trict of the Memphis
on Schmidt's decision until he ability for extraordinary 'off the
Conference
the arms co he was seizet.
Meantime, world tamoue bloke
SINGAPORE, Aug. 16
- A
operate in releasing them around and is a member
In his second day on the witness
of the General
Prie
Minister Anthony Eden receives official notification that a cufr addresses and' a large number gists and physicians were to meet Chinese truck driver and an sinm
the countryside They have releas- board of' Education
divorce suit has been filed. Una is expected to attend the meeting at the request of the United Na- employed Indian youth were
of the Method- stand, Gallagher stuck steadfastly held
a
special
cabinet
session
•
ordered 1144 in the past two years. Paul ist church.
He will serve without to his flat denial of all the charges Monday night to dueruss the IRA's was believed In hiding with her to be held in the social hall of the tions to study the threat of atomic eel held for trial today for
the
Bailey, the president, told me. and
against him, although he admitted
salary at Lambuth.
second husband and little Danny.
radon
educational
new
building.
generations
future
bold
to
strikes
against
British
of
army
murder of Gene Symonds. United
it, certainly has irriproved hunting.
that he signed a petition in 1952.
the human race.
ramps
Office
War
and
atatment'
a
Press manager for Siutheast Asia
They alsn have released 500
which was broadcast to United Said new 'afrecial
FIVE DAY FORECAST
, The
urgent
conference
precautions"
was who was killed in a/rint May
coons, and no telling how many
Nations lei:int line troops. annealing had latilisn'inrderesd"
called by the U.N. World Health 12.
to them to lay down their arm
Organization !WHO) after scienArmy camps throughout Britain
By UNITED PERSS
Magistrate Choor Singh ordered
tists repeatedly told the
Kentucky - Temperatures for and go home That charge againtt already were .nn a near war-time
the truck driver Ong Ah Too and
For Peace conference of the dan- the unemployea
the five-day period. Wednesday him was dropped Friday on. motion footing to forestall new IRA raids
Indian youth, Supgers ahead thro
and special !security guards were
exposure
through Sunday. will average near of his counsel
to Dish Waw, . held for trial after
Atomsugh
a Parliament
recitation.
pcnted
at
massive
the
the normal of 75 degrees Little
- ehinefie cfelf mute told how the
buildings
to
against
guard
The
a reproblem began - -occupying/ Radian
day to day change, except somekicked Symonds repeatedly
the attention of the world when
ported plot to blow them up.
Two persons have been arrested evening about six o'clock.
what cooler in the east portion
as he lay on the zround
Two London newspapers said by Sheriff Brigham Futrell and
States and
Soviet
Tursday Shot...ars Wednesday and
Sheriff Futrell !raid the arrest the United
The two youths ongirally were
Scotland Yard had seized an IRA his deputy. Cohen Stubbletield. in, of sake Barnett. ace 18, and an- Russia tested atomic and hydroThursday and again about Sunday
charred with being members of p
HAZARD. Ant IR
- Funeral "master plan" to invade Northern the break in reported at the cabin other bon age 18. was made in gen bombs and statgemen express
will average 1-2 to 3-4 inch
an unlatvhd assembly which caused
that the atmnsphere
services were held here today for Ireland ir 1957 after overthrowing of Mr and Mrs Ile Douglass locat- two hours after the break in was sed alarm
Symonds' death The murder charge
PRaSa
UNITED.
By
the second teen-gged girl who the Dublin government, but gov- ed near the Irvin Cobb Resort, reported. The two signed a con- missert become too polluted
0
1. r was preferred against them by '
Southwest Kentucky - Considerdied from injuries suffered in an ernment oXicials here would not Monday
fession and everything that was safety.
a
Prosecutor H B Livingstone when 1
able cloudiness, warm and humid,
Great
Question
Mark
accident outside a drive-in theater comment.
The boys broke into the cabin stolen was returned to Mr and
the peeliminare inquiry opened '
today, tonight and Wednesday, with
became
The
problem
more
even
last Monday.
yesterday while Mrs. Douglass had i Mrs. Douglass with exception of
,
. scattered showers or thunderstorms.
acute when scientists renorted to Monday
Mime Bush. 17. died Sunday at
gone to the grocery store Accord- ! two dollars
Hugh L. Roberts. son of Mr and
The deaf mute. Lim Tan Ling.
High today and Wednesday R5. low
atoms
•
the
con'erence
here
that
r
Hospital
Mount
Mary
of
Internal
NOTICE
ing to Sheriff Futrell the bur- ; County Judge Waylnn Rayburn
Mrs. H. S. Roberts of Route 2
tests with laboratory animals 'had identified o picture of Symonds As 11
ght 70 to 72.
glars entered by a back window said, that this wax Barnett's second
Muray. on August 9. 1956. enlisted Inguries including a ruptured spleen
Kentucky 'Weather Summary
shown
the danger of mutationi1 the man who was assaulted and ,
The Murray Junior Chamber* of in which the screen had been ! offense and was out on bond at
Joyce Garrett. 13. was killed inin the United States Navy and
changes
Humidity high today and Wed- is now
with the danger to hu- i readily identified the Indian as the '
undergning nine weeks, re- stantly when the girls were struck Commerce will meet tonight iTues- cut. Mrs Douglass' wallet contain- the time of the robbery yesterday
mans a grea-t question mark for I perien who kicked hirer .and: tii6V.'
nesday. winds northeasterly 10 and cruit training
at U S. Naval Train- from behind while walking along dayt at the City Ffall' at 7.30. All ing $21 and Important papera, tan jand awaiting the action of the
'ran off with his wilgt ittatch
the future.
15 miles per heur
the road outside the theater.
members arc urged to attend Plans parrs of socks, four packages of , grand jury Judge Rayburn said
ine Center, San Diego, Calif.
Observer!' said the biologists and I Assisting the court to trarslate
Current highs around the state
Before entering the Navy. Robert
The driver of the automobile. will be discussed for the Kentucky cigarettes. one-half
cigars , Barnett had been denied bond and
box
use I was Mrs Alice Varty. pretty' anfe
include Paducah 75, ,Lexington f16. graduated from Murray Training Lue Thomas. 34. Elwood. had,, is Dam Fox Bunters Association meetbread and cokes were taken
'Ss been placed in the county jaiL Piian'i
today's hastw
'
i leyr-c
e alelNeelPectmedeetitnog to 'of al RAF flying officer who
Bowling Green 75. Louisville 78. School, Murray.
being held at the Perry County ing which the Jr:SC is spensonne,
The break in was reported to ! Tins was the 16 year old boy's 0111 off a special new meeting of !taught at a School- for the deaf in
London PR. Covington R4 and PikeHe plans to take the training Jail on charges of manslaughter. according to the publicity chairman the sheriff by Mr Douglass when first offense and he will
he tried
fri
ntio
en
r ailt se
dieeunit:
lists to .gointo Oengland for nye years before com89.
in aviation while in the Navy.
and -drunken driving
at the club, James 8 Klapp.
s. he returned to . the cabin last ,by the juVenile court
the
tine to Singapore.
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Radiation
May Effect
New Babies

INEMN

HAT OF TEXAS IS UPON HIM

11W LEDGER & TIMES
194111.

rususttut

Advertising. Letters as the Editor,
Is naperye th• right te reject any
our
opinion are not for the heel
ta
which
re Public Voice items
aterest of our reeders
- - WALLACE WITMER CO.,, 13M
RATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
Michtgaa
New Toric fiCri
Ave..
Park
250
,
Tenn;
Monroe, Memphis
&sten.
Si.
SO
Bolyston
lea- Chicai°
tor nanernisettie
die Poet Offien Murray, Kentucky.
Secand Class Matter

at

lbstated

plied experiments. on animals to
the prospects of human generations
In the future
He said there appears' to be a
"threshold" level below which nuclear radiation causes no direct
injury to persons -working near
nuclear materials
"But genetic effects of radiation
are characterized by the fact that
no threshold is known, or substantially suspected to exist."

PUBLICATIONS GIVE
CONTROL OF INSECTS

Two timely publications • on gardening pests and how to care 'for

homecured meat are available for
distribution from Washington.
Mrs Russell, crily whman scien"Insects and -Diseases at Vegetist delegate f rem the United
tables in the. Home Garden" tHGStates. furnished a detailed chart
461 has four puges in color along
with several black alai white illusof the types -or changes produced
trations to help gardeners use the
, in mice by pre-natal x-raying.
By WILLIAM C. SEXTON
right control quickly.
Smell amounts in early pregancy
United Press Staff Coriespendent caused cleft palates. joined r:bs,
"Home Cured Meat-How to ProGENEVA. Aug. 13 (94 - Scien- -jumping- i4 the backbone and
BREAD PROFIT
tect It. From Insects" iLeaflet 385)
tists raised the chilling possibility other defects of the Aelton. Larger 1
describes in words and pictures
before the atoms-for-peace confer- amounts caused overgrowth of the
how to protect against the lour
C.H,ARLES CITY, Iowa (IS - pests of stored meat by proper
ence here today that atomic radi- feet, defective limbs and banes of
make
could
re-ideals
damaging
Charles City
ation already may be
storage, use of insecticides, special
the trunk.
nine cents by buying a loaf of I care of hams and fumigation. What
the survival charices of future genearly
I
in
it
very
selling
auring
-Irradiation
bread in one stcre and
erations.
to do if meat becomes infested is
leads to all-or-none ef- another..4
a!
They said they did not know for stages
also a:cussed.
high
a
is
certain and that they. may not fects," she said. 'There
A single copy of each of the
,
!Jet
a
of
cost
the
cut
market
A
shortlearn until "many generations" Incidence of death following
is. free. Write to the Office
above
another
n,
retaliatio
In
cents.
10
em- to
from now when, by coincidence, a ly upon irradiation, but those
on, Ult. Dept. of AgInformati
I
at
of
bread
buy
to
normal" market offered
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• Washington. night
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21 50 to 2250: few good and choice
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DAVY CROCKETT
WEST ALLIS. %Cs

•

IP - The

Wisconsin State Fair will feature
a Davy Crockett ice cream
with the slogan -The best
Davy ever licked."
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GOOD NEIGHBOR AFTER 25 YEARS

fits the
watch litt:a
7onrile
at 1,'Irginia Beach, Va. Below,
waves pound againet the wooden pier
as high water poured througa
a family bails water from their store
the erratic storm veerei
the streets of Elizabeth City, N. C.. while
Connie has taken more than
to the northeast of the cey. Hurricane
millions in property damage.
a score of lives api has caused untold
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Smith. l'it.
Sfiroat. N.,
Stout, Braves
Pugh. Tigers
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17
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Di

- 45 • 11

15

16
lit4
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:Os

19
12

Hits — smith,, 2t
Runs !ttored — Smith. tt:t
Shroat. N.. 24
RBI
Doubles - Shrolit. N.. 7
Triple* --- Stout. 4Shroat. 2
Borne-Runs
Shroat, 19
Mo-t Stoler.- Bases
.1'tigh. 76
*trike Chita.
7, lost It
-t Hee

Mo-t
Mo-t
Most
Most
Mo-t.

21t
25
21

51

Hutson. :tigers
Edward.. Tiger.
Mo.Giants . _
Spencer. Braves
Wiggins.

H
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•Gat the leader In Ode

•Oat the leader In looks

Only Ford brings you the styling of
the famous Thunderbird. Note the
low toof line, the long body, the
flat rear,deck . . . the fresh clean
beauty of Ford's years-ahead design.

Babe Ruth Batting Averages
AVG.

power from the V-8
leader when you buy Ford. You get
Trine? -Torque "GO" . . . quick,
response in emergencies . . . a new
feeling of security and confidence.
get

.412
.41'5
.3710

You'll find even the smooth roads seem
smoother with Ford's Angle-Poised
ride. Front springs are tilted back to
absorb bumps from the front as well an
up and down, to cushion your ride.
•

•Get a top doHar trod*

• Get the loader In V-S's

18I
.478

Best Buy

40 If

Now's the tine, to buy a brand-new
'65 Ford. Your present car will never
be worth more! And our leadershqi
/tales pace puts us in position to mak..
you an extra-good deal right now!

in town!

• tiet long, low terms
High trade-in is only part of our
"deal" when it comes to buying a
Ford. Ask about out Innikierm payment plan. Yoti can tailor your payments down kits,'? It's convenient, too!
• Get top resole value
For
ford aag returned more of
its original coat at regale 'than arty
other car in the low-price Held. Ford'.
worth-more when you buy it ... worth
more when you eel! it!

•

you are interested in a used car, be sure to

.314;

see our
F.CA

or other used car selections!

Come In for the deal of your life during our Summer Bandwagon Sell-a-bratIonl

MURRAY MOTORS, Inc.

GENERALISSIMO RAFAEL L. TRUJILLO turns typesetter In Ciudad Trujillo. Dominican Republic, to send a printed message of good will to •

Murray, Ky.

605 W. Main St.

the United States. Beside him Is his wife, Dona Maria. The Caribanniversary of Trubean nation is currently celebratirie the 25thiu;.)
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, Washington.
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Meat--How to Prosects" %Leaflet 3884
'ords and pictures
. against the four
meat by proper
insecticides, special
id fumigation. What
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Continued from Page I

didn't, see anybody Who looked
so simple that even I could pump
Out of him restricted infarfnation
as to the prospects an strategy
for the coming season. About all
you can learn is that they are
going to try mighty hard.
On the campus we saw a little
monument that surprised us. It
4', was erected to the merruny of a
local man, Nathan B. Stubblefield
0860-1928a farmer and "inventor
of radio-broadcast."
Yeti, Murray was the birthplace
of radio The booster I t -rature
says:

each of the
to the Office
Dept. of As25, D.C.,

CAR

THE LF,DGFli AN1 TIMES, MURRAY,

the id ventor was some. fellow . v.ith one of the big research
labaratories up East.
I recall another time whep we
were touring (My Old Kentucky
Home,. There is a
monument
there erecttd by Congress to the
memory of .John Fitc'h, inventor
of the steamboat. Up to that time
I had always thought Robert Fulton invented the steamboat. That's
what ;.1 had taught in suhool in
Louisaria. There was a piSture in
my book showing ksig 1304t steamins up the Hudson River.
Well, it goes to show you.
Welcome in Words Three Feet
High

and all
Im e
---,
That's the villeae , built by TVA
for the, workers whoe,constructed
Kentucky. which cast- $115.000.000
anti is the largest of airrvA dams
—8412 feet long and 206 feet hias.
It back . up the waters . of the
Tennessee River to form a lake 184
miles long with a Aoreling of MOO

sumed

RENVCRY.
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iNNIE RISES ANGRY WAVES ON EAST COAST

Coop Gift
Shop Is Like
County Fair

.45 .

AsigNisags.

-*to

•

i

$2.95. The Pan - Americans have
learned how to knock a nickel off
a three-dollar bill and make it look
like a bargain, which hand-made
it certainly must be.
Items Rare In T.S.
There are items of jewelry from
Brazil, Peru and Cuba. The items,
most of which can't be bought in
American stares, start at about
$1.95.

After the dam was completed.
the eilloge was turned into a resort,
By EARM.AN W. mcnoLs
and it's a ,popular one. It offers
United Press Staff Correspondent -There is pottery and straw items
boating. swimaning, plekniCking,
WAsDINOTON IIP1 -- The coops from Mexico. Novelties from Peru
golf and all kinds of souvenirs.
endive gift shop in the lobby of and Cuba in the form of handBut the only thing the lady the beautiful Pan-American Union made earrings. Dolls from Guateclerk could offer us at that time
Building here resembles what you mala. Six tiny dolls in native coswas her sympathy and an armful
neght call an international county tume from Guatemala — all made
of literature telling how wonderIn driving araund MurraT we
fair.
ful the village and all the rest
by hind and costs only 60 gent'
saw a huge sign stretched across
You'll find about everything right for • the lot. Big dolls from Brazil
of Kentucky are.
a lawn by the Fa-st Baptist Church.
Tye been reading some of the.
there that you we•icil if you visited for $3.00. Items "that could nnt be
The sign was about 100 feet long,
liteiature up thru Indiana, and, I'll
all of the countr.as of Latin Amer- touched in most American shop,
and had letters two or three feet
declare, I think we made the misica.
at any price.
high, made of crepe' paper on
take of our lives ever leaving
The beginning of the shop is an
chicksn yaire. The ,sign said:
There are ladies alligator bags
Kentucky. I'd tarn armind and go
"Here the: farmer-inventoa
interesting story.
*Veloanatt Horne; Dr, Chiles!'
beak. but my' wife %octal let me.
than B. Stubbletield, develogad
A few years ago employes of from Cuba that start at $3.95.
Man, %erre they giving Dr.
Mrs. R. Finally Found It!
and demonstrated that voice could
As an attendant at the shop said
the Pan - American Union were
Chiles a big welcemel
Weil, sir, we Wove op and on
b*)*ry air witheuali the
asked to bring products from their the day I talked with him:
!Who's Dr.. Chiles?" 'I asked a lookaig for a
plate t.4 ,.9tay and
"We are not competing with the
mad kg: wire& ' The 'desnpAtttatims
homelands. The ides was to fix tip
airho (pow aut ef the ehuacia
flrealty foutrad are in •Evanaville,
toot place
ths pubis./ isquale da
ANGRY WAVES at Nags Heads, N. C,,'make such a
an exhibit as part of a van-Ameri- American market. This is a small
spray the beach buildings can hardly be seen as
'He's the pester,- he said."
-ricaedidConnle raises !Avec with
.82 mile= away as abe , Eloart zigs
Murray ip
stare, years before
shop. We won't Make. a million.
can celebration.
the offshore Atlantic..
"Where'a he been!'
.
(international Soandphof,
redssit8s.. 1 ' t 'I Mapatial sem
not3 and deal-lea
•
• •
We are proud ce what the countriee,.....
4. The employee -were ent i.e..
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lot
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Fact is, there were no price tags
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idea
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that
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en 'ILA
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we drove
radiu laroaciceAing. but 'ilicnehow It narthward to Kaftan:Ay Dam Vil- Theea . . pi ft ee - .t liaou- pay
Bulgaria especially is mentioned no reason to doubt that, long ail- pair of 'hand-made ear - danglers
President Tito of Yugoslavia may
By RICHARD E. MOONEY
and ask "How much?"
surprised me da• leant he was a lage State likirk. extecting to spend far it one,vegjf or anothkr.
be trying to set himself up as as a essible taisget of the ambitioas ing ,he died a natueal death.
Stince IA: wits thesie
f eft time we the leader of
Kentucky man. *!y wife has been the night there on
Yagoslay
leader.
Visitors
were
Lake.
told
that
this
was
Tito
has
been
doing
'pretty
well
the Communist-ruled
United Press staff Correspolutent
. aprau-ently countries
so propagandized' that I just as- But they were fun up—the hotel had hecf ITN. Slid
just an exhibit. The things on disfor himself this year.
of southeastern Europe.
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of
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was
a
momentous
occasion
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therefore
not
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in
Communist
world
when
that Tito got the best of it when
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late Premier Georgi Dimitrov of
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Idea Is Born
Khrushchev and Buganin visited
Nikita 8. Khnishchev, the Russian
•
famous citizen with hemors beBulgaria. It called for a custom
<
such a tong. Nil;
1 ; lust Communist
. But an idea was born. Today, a fitting his high office. President
him to patch up relations.
Party boss, and Pre- anion and
coordination of foreign
couldn't Make ital lakEl .aSleep at
The,Kremlin,' tried to blame its new little gift shop is operated by Eisenhower has been madail an
mier Nikolai A. Bulganin visited
4'
,9;30, clang it!
Policy. among othtr things.
breach with Tito on executed employes who paid $10 a share to honorary member of
him two 'synths ago.
the Ballow
Stalin Ordered Cancellation
; The. next morning '' we had a
Soviet sec•et police chief Levrenti set up business. Purchases are Volunteer Fire Company, ;tract)
It wt..; suggested then that, as
Josef Stalin at once recognized
eine* i k exasperating a : tanerience,
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from
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American
lands,
Pan
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Stalin Very Vindictive
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mer Gettyaburgian himself—began
satellites from the Soviet Union."
• Intel j...ai ness," sand DunnT.
his sermon with an announcement
To gefae.
speedy dceompositi n
that he and his w de -had decided
, of cet4m, Ihever mix warm a d
some years ago to tome beck to
] cool seam Each senaratian
Gettysburg to live when he retired
be keen aii :ndividual cantt
"and it seems we ma,.a good
' until . cooled throughout. MIX..4
cavace."
,
. can then be done When cr.siun Is
The Presdent. vvho is also planI r
emntiep Into t4...., marketing . conning to retire to Gettysburg, chuck.
. trainer.: .
led with the rest of the tonxeora"Thg honse rafrigeaa• ,- a a c,,ss
tion. No hint from either man as
place ftol.figtol and store cream.
ta when each would retire.
On ftgaitot having refrigeration,
a tub Intdank of eold water can
be u. 1.1as a , cooling medium
Contrary to the belief of some
producers, the cellar is
cream
The King Bros and Cole Bros
, neither satiate-tore, nor desirable
combined Circus one of the world's
as a Cooling and, storage place for
big amusement organizations. will
market cream.
exhibit in Murray Friday Aug. 19.
Waldrnp Show Grounds. auspices
BADGE REWARD
Young Men•s Business Club.
ea
AT LEAST TEN and posellity 14 persons wereatRffter
a three-masted
More than 150 performers repvacation schooner, with 27 aboard, was dienol lied in Chesapeake
BUFFA.I.O, N. Y. (IP — Detecresenting the best talent obta:nBay, off Maryland, by the fury of Hurecene C one. Thirteen surtive George E. Bernal/hoar of pubable from the five continents of
all 47S
at Poplar
vivors were brought ashore, bait four were still misdag. Rescue
Tanawanda offered a 0 rfa
the world are to be seen with the
workers (top) are shown walking along a "arrow bre ik-water
for the return of his gold big show this season
looking for victims of the 'brolarti-up" sehooiser. In the foregrcund
bad
if part of the wreckage Willett drifted asfhote. At bottom, rescue
' He said It either was stolen or
workers at North Beach, 11d.,, carry ashore the body of a viclint. I lost.
ADLAI STEVENSON (left), Democratic presidential nominee last time, and New York's Gov. Averell
Harriman, the man most mentioned as a possible successor to Stevenson fors the nomination, are
Shown at Steeenson's home In Libertyville, Ill., where they dined and conferred. Later at the Governors' eonference in Chicago Harriman said he was for Stevenson, but that Stevenav should declare
(international Soundphoto)
his intentions soon.
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TEN DIE AS GALE WRECKS BOAT
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HER FIRST FILM RenE KISS

prOduced the
ght, Matakevach
sr on eirJaibition
(Internatioliala

buy
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inMN 1.111111111111.11.
Funeral Wreaths
and Sprays
Artistically Arranged
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n town I

FLYING INTO CONNIE --- SHE'S GOT A BLACK EYE

nt

part of our
to buying a
mg-lerm paylor your paytvenient, tikal

DR. JOHN C. QUERTERMOUS
ANNOUNCES THE OPENING
Of

Ion

trued more Of
ale than any

NEW

OFFICES

Fortre
it ... worth
On

August 18th, 1955

In The

Oar

o•

oration 1

•
45,
AN !2H-2P BANSHEE plane from Squadaon VC62 at the Jacksonville, Fla., Naval Air Station wings toward the eye of Hurricane Connie off the Carolina coast. Belt of dark clouds in center was caused by
approaching eye of the storm.
(International Soundphoto)

PROFESSIONAL BUILDING

Three frocks pulsed for typical tithing problems: Front, a tendem axle trailer in parallel parking test.
Note how clor the Lartlendes are to front and rear. Driver must maneuver truck between them.
MOIL sePpentine bactOng throtath line of barrels. Rear, tandem trailer In off set alley.
more tian too Quivers for cr00 trucking companies competed for tour driving
HERE ARE la-ENEa
titles at Aaron, knawn as the wotld trucking capital. The Ohio Roadeo, preceding the national in
October, is the largest o: state competitions, with eacii driver required to have at least 12 months of
accident-free driving behind him. Drivers also must take a written examination on highway safety.
finterfeettortaia
Judges were state and local police and safety official&

204 South Fifth Street
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Women's Page

,

Club News

Jo Burkeen, Editor. . . Phone 694-M-4 or 1150-W

Weddings

Band Music
tied.Out
On TV Show

Activities
Locals
1

Miss Marilyn Neal Becotnes Bride Of Paul
Mrs. Kent Nichols
Honoree .4t:Shower Wilson Jordan In Lovely Church Ceremony
At The City Park
The wedding of Miss Marilyn I Original of sea-foam green silk

4
.§

a

<
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By VERNON scow
Vatted Press Staff Correspondent

melody. TO 'Imp" musicians
fadists Welk is strictly from
renville," but it - doeen't 4
Lawrence end his. accoadian.
-We prne oL,f lavorifes-ete
can recognise the tunes. And
*wen sine genes seine us.
why our ritSkic is so •
Most musicians Prefer rriusic
the public can't understand.
-1 like what 'the distenere
And tnat's what I play."
Welk backs that up with a
time recent' far• consecutive
at one stand He and his ore
currently age; working their
frame at the Aregon Ba
near Santa Monica. That's
lour years.
Until last week, when he
with ABC-TV, Welk had an
long local TV show whl
chugged along for four years
Like an oldeme salesman,
rence passes out small g:
friends and admirers. Dunn
corpse of a year he dist
thousands of knives, earrings
openers and 30 other items

'Tuesday. August 18
• •HOLLYWOOD. int - Up. to now.
Circle IV o fthe WSCS will meet
'plain old band music has been
Mrs Kent Nicsnele. net Jr
ELzabeth 1e-d, daughter of Mr. taffeta. A net tole was attached
in the college classroom of the
poison on television. Nobody watnene Garesoe. was henoied aith and Mrs. Lynn W NeaL Star to the strapless bodice
atintett fea- educational
building at two-thirty
ched except the sponsor, and he
a household shewer at the 11L1.-ray ROUle. Paducah. and Paul Wilson tured a draped cummerbund fashusually switched to eI Love Lucy"
Park on riaraden evening. Jordan. son of Mr. and Mrs. Greg- ioning the empire waist. The full o'clock. Co-hostesses will be Mrs.
Lula Gatlin.
August 11.
after the commercials..
ory Jordan. Moweaqua, Ill., was circular skut was accented with May Cole and AMrs.
• •
Last month an iutreeld band;
-The hostesses for thesoiemnized Sunday, August 7, at tiny bands of ruching. She cerCircle
In of WSCS of First
were Mrs B. W. Garrison- and Milts thee o'clock el the afternoon, in ned a cescade bouquet of carnaleader named Lawrence Welk, conMethodist Church will meet in the
Joyce Bizzell.
sidered "corny' by big - time
the Broadway Methodist Church. tions.
Games Were played and refresh- P. due..h.
bandsmen, took a flyer welt a solid
Bridesmaids were Misses Betty educational building at two-thrity
ments were served - by the hate.hour of popular music free of
Rev. William S. Evans officated Jane Fields and Beverly Zook. o'clock.
• • • ,•
5.5They
wore dresses identical to that
variety acts, comics or big names.
at the double ring ceremony beEva Wall, Mamie Taylor, and
Those 'present and sending gilts "fore the attar. wheel was decorated of the maid a/ honor. They carried
Walk's "champagne music" went
Smith
Circles
Bertha
of
the
WMS
Quick-cooking
tapioca thickens the juice of this Fresh Blueberry'
were Mesdames J. It Gariesch: wth ferns, palms and
over with a bang-louder than any
beauty coloniel bouquets of mixed summer
Memorial
Baptist
the
of
just-right
Church
a
to
Pie
consistency.
For extra goodness, serve the pie 7
Ray Rose Oei Lee Farris. Boyd v..,es. Tall branched candelabra flowers.
champagne curke-and TV found it-. _. _
Warm, with a scoopful of ice cream on each wedge.
Cece Teylor. Bud l Heinle lighted tee ,hancel.
Mr. Jordan chose Paul Feldsem will have a covered dish supper
self a new favorite..
e.
the
a
at
home
cif
J.
Mrs.
0.
Reeves
Fresh
Blueberry Pie
S.hilton Canady. • Bernard Steen.
The program was/ hooked 40 161
A program of nuptial music was as kr best man. The ushers were
3 tablespoons quick-cooking
4 cups wild or cultivated'
Junior Nicks. Glen Frost. Herman presented by John C. Winter, of Joe Clark, Charlie Waldrop, of at six o'clock. Mrs. H. M. Mcstations _and. is .now a regular Sattapioca
0
reek
blueberries
Meath
conclude
will
•
mission
the
Los-ins,'Raymond Wrather. Bruce Murray. organist, and Miss Niancy Murray, Sharie Howard, and Bill
urday night tilrOW.
8/4 to 1 cup sugar*
,1 to 2 tablespoons lemon juice
study.
Johnston, Lock Ha:grove.. Hershel Parsons. vocalist.
Jackson of Murray.
1/4 teaspoon salt
"We have vocalists," Welk says.
Pastry for two-crust 9-1nch;
• • • •
Robertson. Ben Bagwell, Jemmy
Mrs. Neel, mother of the bride,
1/8 teaspoon cinnamed
The bride. given .n marriage by
"Almost everyone in the band
pie
P
Circle III of the WSCS of the
n
(optional)
Inielor. Horace Byers, Bernard her father, wore a gown of ()an- wore a Mendel original in Dior
1 tablespoon butter
sings. But none of them are big
Rowland, Beb Teompsen. Giles elly trice aver net arid bridal satin, blue of ribbonette fabric. She chose First Methodist Church will meet
Combine tapioca, sugar, salt, cinnamon, blueberries, and lemon' IstarA
es ,,
two-thirty clock in the home
it
'juice.
Roll
half
the
Buchanan. Mary Carr. Pearl Wood- with a lew neckline on a yoke
pastry
1/8
thick.
inch
navy
Line
for
a
9-inch
pie
pan
her
and
accessories. A corsage
AIR
of
CONDIlleRi
..far as we'know. this i'/itief
trim pastry at edge of rim. Fill pie shell with blueberry mixture.;
all, and Nina Joyce: Meees Ardath sheere:t rharquisette, and
of pink carnations- was mr.ned at Mrs. C. A. Hale on the Lynn
first coast-to-coast program withSnugly
)Dotwu
butter.
Ro
Grove Road. Mrs. 0. C. Wrather
i
Aleut. Myrna Hanes, Rila Hargis. titled lace boence. The full-length at her shoulder.
out .ti star. Vocalists_.1ilic Dinah
remaining pastry 1/8 inch thick. Cut 3 long strips and lay
Sandaa--Raan. -W-aenie---Taylor.enete
,
came
heroes top of pie like spokes of a wheel. Then cut 6 pastry circles
-pomir -64*--r- The --kbei -Jordan chum . TOP- fier"ssOnTS is .the csiebnsteee Program leader
Snore and Piney Comb, have done
Janie Canady; the hanoree and wrets. eien the ballerina-length wedding a navy nylon sheer. gle will be Mrs. John James. Mrs. J.
'with cooky cutter and place between the strips. Cut one small circle
well, but no entri has tried to do
guest speaker.
ihe hostesses.
and place at center where strips cross.
bouffant skirt featured a scalloped wore :a corsage of pink carnotiens E. Cross will•be• the
'
a refuter- weekly show with an
• •
• • • • .
I
Bake
hot
in
oven
(425"F.)
at
her shoulder.
55 minutes, or until syrup boils with
hemline over a -ruffle of net to
orchestra."
-heavy bubbles that do not burst.
4
eirle I of WSCS of the First
Mrs. James s Klapp. 402 N'oreb give the (elect of an oversdcirt. Her
Reception
Welk look like a '147tas oilman,
1°1
f
desired,
use
1/2
cup
granulated
Methodist
Church
sugar and 1/2 cup firmly packed.,
will meet in
Immediately following the cereEnesth Street, is a patient at the veil of imported illusion was shoutbut that's as fir as the altimilarity
brawls sager.,
Murray Hospital.
der length. gathered onto a head- mory a reception was given by the educational building at twogoes. He's pannielly self-conscious
• • • •
bind of Chantilly lace matching the bride's parents in the c:hurrh thirty o'clock.
advice:
• • • •
of a slight German accent, and
Mr. and Mr.. Troy' Hale and the gown. with seed pearls and parlors. Mrs. Barbaranelle Cain
Cut the greet and weed as closely changes stepping into the spotlight.
daughter, Frances. of Tempe. Florn sequins. She carried a white kept the register and Misses Susie
as possible and rake the yard
A North Dakota fanebo* who
Means, Betsy 'Boyd. Kathy Kerte
da. are ieseing Mr. and Mrs Her- orchid on a Bible.
clean. Then apply fertilizer evenly, didn't go _beyond the fourth grade,
bei-t E. Calhoon and other reletives
The maid of honor. Miss Amen- and Mrs. Max Brandon alternated
:Ir•ist.IA-ScOPE
raking it into the ground, wet it Welk says he owes his success to
ir. Murray.
da Hurdle. was attired in a Janet with the serving.
Color By DE
down
and
in
a
few
days,
work_
the
that
fact
he
is
one df the few
The bride's table was covered
•
it again to provide a good seed- bandleaders who sticks to the
with a full length cloth of seabed:
foam green net over green taffeta,
Mrs. James Mason Churchill
KANSAS :ITV. Mo 4? - If your
with a central floral arrangement opened her lovely new home on
Use only Kentucky bluegrass. riot
of white giant ruffled petunias Sycamore Street for the meeting yard. like so many others, looks
a mixture. if you ware a blue
and White- -gladioli and crystal of the Foundational Sunday School more like a hay field than a lawn,
grass lawh Sow two pounds per
candelabra holding white tapers. Class of the F.rst Baptist Church and you want to do something
thousand square feet. It you saw
The couple left immediately fol- held on Tueedey. August 9, at attest it. turf experts will tell
you that early fall is the time by - hand, sow half lengthwise and
lowing the reception for an unanhalf crosswise
•
nounced wedding tr:p. Ft% travel- six-thirty o'clock in the evening. to swing into action.
Sprinkle the seed down, but don't
A watermelon supper was enjoying the bride dux.*
light blueEarly - fall being just around the 'flood if. Use a 'fine siraye and
keels
two-piece glazed conga dress. Her ed on the lawn of the home after
coener, Stanley It McLane, con- the soil moist all threngh the 15
hat was blue and pink straw and which the group met in the house
k:ult.:re
for
Better
the
Lntvn
and
the
bueiness
devotion,
for
day
meetgermination t3ertod Daytime
she wore match.ng aeressories_ A
Turf Institute. wipe that- lawn -ole- watering will not prove tnqurinus.
nes.
,impLiara,jsreceel Wu- ing. and
sehtisfallown'toerialreale treat"
^
•,
her costume.
Mrs. Hugh Edcrrson gave if
mGMI
Mr and Mrs_ Gregory Jordan, very inspirational. devotion. Mrs. soon will be rejo.ciag in the new
beaaty
that surrounds their hair*.
parents of the bridegroom were James Mason Churchill, president
McLane is stew enteideht of kince
fif$9
beta to a.rehearsal- slipper Serer- presided àt the busineai
0
01I
meeting gape developeacet ftsr tho
;
COLOR
f'
day nght at The Timbers for ine and Mrs. Max H. Cturch/11. Jr.,
Nichols Cornpary in 'tenses Oh
member of the wedding party.
SleWarIGRANGER
directed the games
Re has trupetans,d the betettflm•
•
•
•
diet*"
Those present were Mrs. Bill Orin of the Country
Geunn, Mrs Paul antt, Mrs. Earl an area that a few dectidel elts
Tucker. 'qrs. Feavil Robertson. was mostly shaggy pasturelapd
PERSONALS
JWkI
Mrs. Loyd Horn,- Mrs. Bobby Mc- Today it embraces some 41,000
swam, COO
Doereit Mrs. BIS letenougeal. elem. homes and la a • genie shojlip ,*
XX
of iTie
.
Churchill.
Hal, have returned heme Max
116 S. 5th St.
nIcLanee four step.: to ;
after a' week's vacation in Florida. Dunn, Jr . Mrs. Hugh Eddie Wt]Murray, Kr: Phone .1
Points ncluded in their tinerar ,on. Mrs Edgar Shirley. and Mrs. beauty hicluele feedIrg, lere
jatti.raaa eineeenaitenseeikens
, -...
Mitte.Zinasna. Qty.. .Banaaoota eel Churchill.
Fort Walston.
• • • •
Miss Ota Mae Burkeen, dameter
of Mr
and Mrs.
Barnes "
Burkeen. underwent su
"' at
s.'
the M

-.it Times T

A Mait

Foundational Class
Meets At Home Of
Mrs. Churchill

ealied
Peter

Improve Lawn
In Early Fall

I

GO TO SAN MARINO TO OUST REDS

1011111111kLe

The Man Who
Lived Thsee Lives!

INSURE YOUR
TOBACCO WHEN
FIRING
Call GALL OW AY
Insurance AgelicY

George SANDERS
Jean GREENWOOD
Vlseg LINDIORS

Uoriellt
. Three

Women!,

Drive it home today!

Miss Oregon

THOS2 V-S1Gle makers (toe) are 44 Detroiter,
at depot to ,- ntratn
fcr New Tort on a journey to San Marino,
where they are e...genle
to vote. The trip is being mash to vote
against the Incumbent
• Communist government. Fan Marino. a
with 13 500 population us Italy. has the 25-equare-mlie erelatia
only Communist goveranunt outside the Iron Curtain. Trip
planners (below) confer
in Detroit. From left: Mrs. Adeline Mularone
Erato Matignon!, Giovanni Micheletti. Humbert Mularon1 In
addition to the 44 Detroiter'. 16 other San Marino voters In the U. S will
journey herne to
sete ariti-Corrunenist.
(niternefiental Sound:none,)
-
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The Triple Club
Located on U.S. 641 South of Hazel
— Presents —

PHIL FORREST

and his COMBO

for your dancing and listening

16414-114t

,;=Stkt,30,4k/%4MW

......•••1•••••••••••

pleasure

Wednesday' Night, August 17th
from 8:00 to 12:00

Woodfin Hutson,-D.D.S.
the opening

of WTI(

the practice

of

•
fur

I;ENTISI"RY
fs

•
g - 204 So

Fifth Ste

NIuriay. Keetn.ev

•

DOROTHY JOHNSON
,
represent the state of Oregon in
the annual Miss America beauty
and talent pageant at Atlantic
City, N. J., in September. Miss
Oregon hails from Portland and
stands fire feet, six inches. Her
bust, waist and hip Combination
(International)
Is 35-23-35.

New Dcdge Coronet V•8 Club edon witf lancer sty' mg!

We're oat to in.rt you behind the wheel of a Mg New Dodge with
tie-el"„„4.....
epee -/
••••.,
that !--s "DrIve
Forget any odar-you may Lily. .ad on
Stour present car from any dealer.
Forget any idea that May be in your mind
about how much it co,ta to step up to a
big new Dodge.

Murray
Drive-In

Our "Drive It Home- deal will put this
big Dodge Coronet V-s Club Sedan. with
its dashing Lancer trim, in your garage
at a price that is just short of unbelievable.

eHOW sTARTe 7:10
--

In ( inemasr ape
starring JOHN DeREK and
Ft W‘r .11. WART

-

Deljt Dever eine

price

Get our "Drive It Home" Deal
on a NEW

,» .ge are lite..aiQ, .•kyrorkeling, and we
want you to share in our nieces..
The time to act is now. Your present car

will never he worth in much again. Our
price on this blnititiful Dodge is rock
bottom. And the deal we are prepared
to make is the,best deal you have ever
been offered -low down payment, easy
monthly termsi
fi;(0
Drive this new
4:11;,. in right-

We can do it because (.,ir sales on

TUESDAY & WEDN'DAY
"HAJJI BABA"

3

' 1)7' 41 '

Pyxr

DODGE

D:14,, But Parks ii Breu. the Basle" Ine Lawrence Welk Show-all on ABC•IY

Tayl
or Motor Company
•
4th and Poplar

Telephone 1000

9

•••

c o Py Fti 0 g

-

0

r• 7-
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To "hep" musicians
/elk is strictly from
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a and his acceackan.
eie old ?semi-trete-8d
tillee the tuner. And
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r regale 'is so po
nicians Prefer Music
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'adv. that up with a
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AC ROSS

it Times Torn

1-Chic! horse
6-reltis•
6-Pronoun
IS-Rockfish
1S-Wan
14-Num her
16-College degree
(abbr.)
16-A.che
111-AnImare lair
2111--Credit (abbr.)
11-Hreak
eutdenly
26-Parent
(oolloa.1
27-Int
t
U-Xinel
rgre
31ve at cards
11- ty in Italy
84-Wite et
'OfersInt
36-Note of scale
37-6Iental
conceptions
beyond reality
39-Surgical imw
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Boys summni,

Read the Classifieds Today and Everyday

How Arizona and
California Look
To Viking Rocket

MONUMENTS
Murray Marble and Granite works.
fine memorials for
Builders of
over half century. Porter White,
S2C
Manager. 'Phobe 111

61A

Foul sAlis:•`::t4v t•tlEartoom

LEARN HOW KIN DIED IN PW CAMP

FOP, SALE: 40 ACRES OF LAND
2,4 miles Southwest of Wiswell
Store. Has good _house,. good well,
with water in house. GOMI lend.
rail tobacco barn. On mail, milk.
and ..ctiool bus route. Will sell
Murray Land Co . W C.
cheep
1062,
Phone office
Hays. Mgr,
Al7C
house 147-J
•

•Ur

house Large living, large kitchen,
builtins,
hardwood floors. nice
utility room, furnace heat. anis
house is modern Well located on
hard 9111.441.. 0irerl & has -4. werage Murray 1,it,d Cp W C Hays.
•sr, ..one office ln62, tiptiee.
.
- AflC
Uti
1147-.1

Se • re Ian
•e — uttn.elltern
I dJaa
4I-9
Si-)
n
atj

emer..t. *enetseent.seeireftlet.
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MARRIAGEroiTOREE
1111A8EIll S1111111

CHATTIER ONE
ADAM LAIRD happened to
marry Ann Oatmare He might
just as welt just as easily and as
reasonably, bays married LAnda
or Pinlgy-he mtght Nat as easily
• nave
'len us love with testae
And th
.vith hirri.
Ad
was a nice-looking. cleancut
with an engaging, boyish manner which appealed to
women: therefore his choice of
women' was wide.
But tie chose Ann. She was
sweet, lanCi she was pretty-- but
, because
rnsYbe Adam married ke
he kilter her before be met Linda
or Pinky; maybe it was because,
at that period In his tile, he was
,vulnerable.
The time was 1940, and Adam
Laird nod been out of the Seabees
for mote than a year. He'd served
as bosh carpenter, tied bad done
a One joie lead he had mons formal schooling. he might have done
something about studying architecture. But that, tie deckled, could
come later. lust at HrIlt, since tie
had saved quite a lot from nis
pay, ne would try taking • few
f
contracting jobs or his own Ills
i
i w father had died during the war,
i
but Adam could have worked Mr
any contractor In that patt of
Mineourt. However, he wanted to
be his own boas, work out his own
Ideas. If he failed, he still could
work for another man. Or go to
schooL College.
Meanwhile, he seemed to have
• talent for realising ideas, his
own as well as those in the minds
of other people. That first Year he
nut up screens and built a porch.
Re converted • nous* into two
apartments, and got his first contract to build a new house from
scratch.
It was a nice problem, and he
was bubbling with enthusiasm for
It when he walked into the office
of the Ketnerly Lumber company
on that summer morning. tri that
mood, he Was especially surprised,
and pleaaantly, too, to and Ann
sitting bellind th• desk. instead of
•'• old Mr. Pelcher. wan ilfted her
brown eyes to him, and her soft
red lips liartied • litU• to show
very white teeth.
"Well," sold Adam, "where did
you come from?"
"I'm the new office girl," said
Ami with dignity.
"You mean you're going to bs
here right along?"
"If I make good .. ."
"You'll make good," said the
;sal, blue-eyed man. "I'll give you
all my business."
"That's wonderful,' said Ann.
At least-I hope it is."
"1 hope it is, tno," saki ,' dam,
liviehine
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.
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FOR SALE: NEW 3 BED ROOM
brick on paved street. 2 blocks high
school. Car port, utility
room, FOR SALE: 2 MILES FROM Murelectric heat. Phone 48, night 1447. ray on Highway 94. 57 aeres of
Al7C land. uninamovcd. This land is
level and very productive, road on
two sides,
Murray Land Co., W.
FOR
SALE'
tong pants,
price. l)resawa values C. Hays, Mgr. Phone office 1062,
A17C
to $0.05—S.ie $1, 12
$3. Girls house 547-J.

POIS SALE.A GOOD UP RIGHT
Piano Will sell for $35.00. See:
Jerry Allen Sensing. 202 South
Oth St, Murray, Ky. Phone 1629,
AfbC
9:00 am till 7:00 p.m.

Pass point
,
'if 71,1
NAa '
oun
cy

de

-17442
<

•

a

r-1

FOR SALE: MAPLE BUWK BEDS
Al V ELOPlas e siSIEL.Onnn Et'.
oomplete. $96. Antique rocking
chair, 940. Chrome kitchen chairs, .elopea, up to Lu 5 .s wots
$6. Coffee table, $10. Call after steep
.envinaspes of an
Axe IS
5:00 p.m, 302 North 12th St or
o
need chap eflveiopes ,:all
ext. 43 College during work days. it Me Ledger aud Tiniest Wince
1TP /Apply
ierp.,cur et.
"et
(7.

006-J-1.

11- wide
limn UAW
Ian

I

.3

FOR SALE

FOR

MOOD 2DUP 03
ODOM WEIR .104
1
491MP V9IX1
UM imMOU DOUBM
DMROU
08M9ORáIII
MADE 1112W 'MOW
(MTN MUD '.21.01M

41-VOil
43-Son ot Adam
10-Ancient Scot
67-Pald notices
41-Girl's
•
nickname
69--Daelle
DOWN
1-Sphera
2-Offspring
1-Pr/Megaton
6-Short sleep

FOK SALE.
PUPS.
COCK-F..12
Pure bred -- $15.00. Call 1065-J
Al8P

[
'
Female Help Wauted I

WAR -

E Or

••

eansein slips-ss price. Summer
shirts - $1.00. Pedal Pustieis
price. Clearance of all summer
Love's Children's
merchandise:
Al5C 92.00 1101113,LY .etASSIBLE
Shop.
light assembly work at home. No
SALE 6 -- ROOM HOUSE experience necessary. Write SANCO
with 2 acres of land on Coldwater Mfg. Co. 7159 Beverly Blvd., LCI6
A15P
mile from College. Phone Angeles 36, Calif.
Road,

Answer te illeturasy's Punts

DRUM tUf33 ADA,
Effilt4
WON grim rro1vl'ar4

41-A continent
fabbr
411-Lkinduct
A-African
antelope
41-Abettact Lein;
A-Ventilates
411-(lod or liev•
60-Antlered
animal
62.-Platfurin
64-Note of scare
IS-Parcel of land
67-Entreaty
611--Symbel for

5

--

hu4t-in ',unary tub, eleotrle heat
513 South fith
140-1,y.

.CROSSWORD PUZZLE

•b.,

......•*•••••••••••••••

.•

"

FOR RENT: THREE ROOM U'NIimmehed apartment. Private entrance, downstairs.
Wired
for
electric stove. Water furnished. WANTED: IRONING 'IN
Call 914-W or can be seen at 503 home or youis 60. hour.
North 6th, Monday or Tuesday Allie Frost. Phone 618
afternoon or any time Saturday
Al7C
WANTED: EXPERIENCED service
station man. Call 1060.
ANC
FOR RENT: IF YOU WANT TO
rent a washing nureenne for 30
days call M. G. Richaidson, phone
I
74.
417C
.
FOR RE'. PRACTICALLY NEW WANTED: CLEAN GQTTON rags,
2 bedroom house, large living room, nu overall., zappers or
buttons
dining room, utility room with please. Ledger and Times
Tr
--

CONBIlloraty

1•."‘•
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QUICK HANDLING HELPS
gather corn at night, plunging the The result is fresher, fher-taetir
HOME-GROWN SWEET CORN
ears before husking in cold water, sweet corn for the housewife W
---the:: er i. clise is packing in ice, buys corn at the
There's a reason why homegrown sweet corn on the cob
taates better than most corn bought at a market. says Mrs Pearl
Hark, specialist in foods at thp
University a Kentucky The secret
n"`" 1'is ,a quick trip from the garden
to the kettle of boiling water, .the
explained, befsre the eugar has
i
tree to . change to starch. After
NOTICE :SEW SHIPMENT FALL removing the husks, place the ears
materials, millennium lining and lin boiling salted water and cook
woolens. Hoffman Fabric Shop, for Mr minutes.
A recent practice among some
1641 Miller Avenue,
A16C
large scale truck 'gardeners is to
- HAVE YOUR HOME TREATED
now against tern-Ines. Fi've year
guarantee insured. We spray for
ants, moths, silver fish, mosmutoe,
rashes, and
chinese elm
trees.
We wish to express our sincere
Kelly Exterminator and Pest Conthanks and approciatien for the
trol, Kelly Produse Co. Phone 441.
many deeds of kindness and symSl9C pathy extended to us following
THIS SCENE, pulling small boats to comparative safety on land at
the sudden death of our wire and
Wilmington, N. C., is repeated hundreds and hundreds of times
mother, Mrs. Rob Gargus. May
along the Atlantic coast as the hurricane roars on. (international.),
NOTICE
God's richest blessings be each of
See the new shipment of Terri you in your hour of sorrow.
Lee Dolls - Featuring the new
Rob Gargus and 1=114
Sleepy-Eyed-20 inch baby, Connie
Lynn, now on display at Tee
y's. Lay_ away-yotar--Te.4'
Lee Doll for Christmas and get
free one dollars worth of clothes.
One dollar will hold. This offer
good to Sept. 15th.
Al8C

HOPE CONNIE WILL, MISS BOAT

ast week, when he
c-TV, Welk had an
al TV show whl
along for four years
a oldtime salesman,
isses out small g
Lnd admirers. Dunn
f a year he dist
, of knives, earrings
aid 30 other items.

11•
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And the first teams both knew, tag lot- But they went back many
he waa sitting on the corner of times, and discussed its merits
On the lot there stood one parher desk, telling Ann an about
the. house. It was to be fog • man tieulerly fine tree A red oak, it
confined to i wheel clialr. It must was, straight and tall. On an
sit fiat on the ground with no sills autumn day, the sun coming
arid if there were ramps, they through its leases cast a rosy glow
must be on very slight Inclines, upon the lovers. "It would be,"
andsaid Ann, leaning peck against has
He went on and on and didn't tirdling arm, "a shame to cut
work
get any
dene that morning, down that tall tree '
Anent squinted up at it and
except that Adn's Ides& eoupied
with Ms own, bad ntal about hunted through nut pockets for his
solved the problems of the MOWN- Within nod. "No need to cut it
After that Adam visited Ann at down," be said, his pencil moving
her office frequently and soon around it-15M-and make • tercame to believe he had fallen in race with flagstones The car shellove with her.
ter nere, our beiroom nere-m a
To Ann, Adam seemed the square U
handsomest man on earth, Ulg Most
When they had been married for
thrilling: out of all the girls who two years, there leveioped a great
would surely be ready to love him, boom ir nous, building and rewhy nad ne picked Pier?
modeling in Kennerly.
"This girl's different, son," Adam
do Adam was very busy. Fie
told himself. "Slie's • etre girl- Kept three crews at work, anti
sweet and decePt and ens. You spent a long day ri' ng from job
want to watch your step, boy."
to job. His evenings were °ecliThey were in .ove, and Of the psed with isrurtng and planning.
rest a that summer, In the good .Ann was busy, too. She served as
clean smell of fresh -sewed lumber, Adams secretary.
One day Adam sat thoughtful.
and then surrounded by the sharp
pungency of paint and varnish, In recent weeks a deep une had
they grew to know the warmth etched itself between nis epee
of their love, to cherish their fa- "Let's look at our books," he said
miliarity with it mid with each gritvely.
.
'1 haven't made any MiStaksal
other.
En the house which he had built, Anil laughed.
"No. But maybe I have."
he said to her one dity: "We're
"What do you mean?"
going to get married, Ann."
Adam looked at ner oddly, a bit
She walked over to th• casesadly. "In running a contracting
ment windows and worked one of
said, "there are four
She wanted to Marry business," he
them.
steps a man has to take all at
Adam! Hut where coseld they live
mica Get Jobs. get paid tor jobs,
and on what? She'd Mad too thileh
get men to work on the jobs and
of sharing other people's nomes
keep money on hand to pay those
"I with Una west* out house,- she men."
Murmured.
"There's Stilt another one," said
He strode to her. "I'll build you
Ann helpfully, brightly. "To pity
a house!" he prodlised.
your material bills."
She looked op, frying to see his
"You're right." said her young
face, but he held her so close that
husband, stilt-as solemn as an cnvL
about all fine anuid eee was MS
"But those things straighten out
chin. "Oh, Adam, Could you?" she
-the bank balance gets low, and
breathed.
then it gets better-we mope"
"Sure could," he promised exreally
"Uh-huti." She didn't
citedly,
understand figures net what they
"Could you . . ." She broke oft
meant
Then, visibly taking her courage
Adam chewed his lip.
In hand, she began again. k they
"Oh, things will be all right."
were going to be married, she had
Ann assured him. "1 suppose we
I ripAt to ask-to knewshouldn't have built • house far
'Could y011 afford it'
71
she ourselves so soon." She looked to
asked.
Adam to deny this, to reansure her.
Adam held her close The way Aid he "1.
he felt about Ann- "1 can af"I'll manage," he said. "It may
ford anything you want, Ann," he take • bit of doing, but I'll make
said rsshiy. 'I may nave a Uttie It through to grass." To himself
trouble meeting my payroll, but be said desperately, "I've got to.
for you -with you-even going Surely she can see how things are,
broke looks good!"
Bot I'll manage-somehow."
It was tovers' talk, and Ann
Nevertheless, tits way of "manknew it. Relished It.
aging" struck Ann without Warn.
That nigt.t. It was black dark In g.
(To he r,-,rf intim
•.vhen be drove her to ties a build

NAVY'S Viking-12 rocket Is shown (top, IMO,' In the tower right bend corner is the Phoe.ux area.
it takes o from Its launching platform at The picture at top. nglit, was teeen as the V-12
§A.reSiee 14
.1SY-Xf20212..
V-1.2 if Um
Cfli;e3 Irian
single-stage American-bullt rocket designed ape- Tucson ores can be seen about one third of
cineally for upper atmosphere research A camera photo from the left and one third from the top 'Inc
mounted in the rocket made infra-red phatos of the Phoenix area is to the right and slightly au..'.•9
California-Arizona area ell an IlltfUde Of 43.4 Tueson The distance from the camera to the normiles. The picture (bottom. right) shows part of izon is 80 miles These pictures were made on
lexico. the Gulf of Mexico, the Gulf gf California, Ifeb. 12, 1955 and just released by the Defenee Deand Lower California extending up to Los Angeles. I partment 1Defense Deht. Photo. to, (nterr.• 'neat)

MRS. BEVERLY LEV1GNE (left), nense I.eer, , and Mrs. Betty J.
pirt Itrit,4g4.1bilL
Bustin, creo hingt n
George J Barnett, to four witnesses at the court-martial trial of
Sgt. James C. Gallagher at Governors Island, N.Y. Barnett was
listed by the Army as Missing in action in 1950 The witnesses are
Specialist George T Smith, CpL Vernon Clark, Pvt. Harold Davis
and Sgt. Lloyd W Pate. Smith and another GI, Sgt. Donnell Adams,
told the sisters that Sgt Barnett died in illness and delirium in a
anteroctinT,
!
Communist Chinese prison camp at Pyoktone.
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NANCY

By Ernie Bushy:adieu

HELLO ---WEATHER
BUREAU— WHAT'S
THE TEMPERATURE
TODAY?

HOW MUCH
DI D YOU SAY?

-

WHY DO
YOU WANT
ME TO
R E PEAT
I T OVER
AND
OVER ?

SAY
THAT
AGAI N

IT HELPS ME TO
ENJOY OUR NEW
AIR -CONDITIONER

P5'

AP
eill
•

Ot

4ez.e

ut

to
, MN'

AO',

Lry,
-Ens?-nee

411'...b.

/I-

41601,
.

•

J
I,3 I,
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ARRIE an' SLATS

By Raeburn Van Buret

GEORGE NEVER HAD Tr4I3
DIFFICUCTY WITH AWITHA,
ABE WITH MARY TODD, OR
NAPOLEON WITH JOSEPHINE
BECKY, YOU ARE GUILTY
TAMPERING WITH FATE—
WHY NOT FACE YOUR.
GLORIOUS DESTINY
WITH DIONITz

I'VE TOLD YOU, MR.
GOOSEBERRY- I DON'T
WANT TO MARRY YOU

NOBODY EVER REFUSES
ARTIE GOOSEBERRY, YOUNG
LADY -AND YOU SHALL NOT
j.$E THE FIRST -

or

41
44-4tis

LIL' ABNER

GU AHEAD,TIN
QUL.STION

By Al Capp
AX

AH IS
M-MIGHITY
N NERVUSS---

SO,C-COULD
Nicy vvRiTE
IT D-DOWN
FO' ME

TN' ANSwER
T'BE
"YES".•."-•

(looms

pEGIN VviF
'DEAR
MA'W-

(-Wow .Sivh-Er.?-Now
ALLUS HAVE A
RECORD 0'7-1-ils
it-foniENr.'!")
•

U/1 -1-10W 'BOUT
SUMPTI-i;n1' A LI'L.
MORE A FVEC KSI-4UNUT, Li KY:
MAIM DEAREST
DARLIN"?,'"

8l6

•
e

b

lb-

- co ex

FAD E D

Co IPY F4

E0
/•44.
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JUST LISTENING

Thomas Makes
Startling
Proposal

JRaimondi E.
Lomsvnzt or)
Snell. 21. who told police he got
into their cruiser to listen to the
radio, was charged with destroying
public property ,after he spilled
a chocolate malt on the scat
and officers found the ear keys
missing.

- ——
By DANNY TV 'MaltS
Written For The Us .d Press

The officers, who had a spare
set of keys, also tooked Snell for
Carrying a concealed deadly weapon
after they found a switchblade
knife in his possession

'HOLLYWOOD Ifte . 1 hope
which
LMake Raogri For Di
w;Itaar
won two title year d,.
rd
V.iu
Emmy seat.
right
believe repeat aver-ds are unfair to other flee she, and the
place ah unhealthy bv -den en a
winning series for tlr.. followine
season After all, whL.r• can you
go in taievta,orr- after e .nieng at

-

Emmy'

S
•

• t
lc

•

•

Connie Signal

tournament.
Some 3 nurses volunteered for for a regional
for M
service Thursday in response au vines were rescheduled
and Westerly, R
the appeal for medical assistance. ,cheater, N. H.,
of the
The state Nurses Association 'sal( Despite the spread
official
14 other nurses volunteered for in the state, city heafth
they were h
work on a part time basis Still Boston said
polo wie on the decline in
BOSTON, Aug. 12 aft - The more. were needed. °Violets said.
Massachusetts polio epidemic grew
.itself.
Several private_ agencies cancel- city
more severe, today in outlying com- led summer camps and similar
Seventeen new caves devel
munities of the state and the num- procrams where children congre- in Boston Thursday. three
ber or v•ases mounted to 1,123.
gate. The Salvation Army Thurs- than the 20 reported on the
State health officials reported 88 day cancelled vacations ,for 422 vious day
new cases throughout the state on children at Camp Wonderland In
Thursday alone, more than half as Sharon.
Most of Pakistan's pop
no Action to
State officials took '
many as occurred during the enin East Pakistan, only
live
•
public
other
1954.
of
and
beeches
close
year
tire
the size of West Paki
sixth
Hospitals in Boston were crowd- gathering places.
covers 54,500 .
Pakistan
East
New
Maine,
Health officials in
ed with victims of the disease and
of jungles. rivers and all
agent appeals for mare nurses Hampshire and Connecticut refused miles
and provides a home
were made to handle the epidemic. permission to send Little League plains..
baseball teams into Massachusetts 42.000,000 people.
situation.*

Polio Epidemic In

Massachusettts Is '
BecoMing Severe -

HUNT MORE BODIES IN ANDOVER EXPLOSION FIRE

.

Teilgwision _halt._03.
1ifFkY
• Moreau:to mull lay his Town on
the lipe every time be .eps Into
the ling That's fine 1.. a sport
based on the survival of the fittest
.
•
But television larvolve, you shauld
excue the exeiresston.. art '1 say
any art form cietersors-s In the
.long rart when subject 1 to too
much poskidisre And ..1r.ving .to
win an Irrupy involves proci.k ,us
pressure ever ..nd alms: that oi
producing the show Ilse"
1, propose that the Ac deans 14
Televisiwi Arts and facie:: t. which
awards the Emmy. should declare
r next
all „ winners ineligible
seasters awards.,eTbe knowledge that a winner
ve„
c.n't repeat v.,.11 'ovide
declare all winners itieligible
next season'i awatrele
The -knowledge = trust a Mower
can't repeat will, prov . de incentxe '
lust
for 'other • ftne shows
rny I w
Ely;
live
massed an .
breathed a lot easier ad slept
f I had ka:Wn that
sotmd
Lus, rigid beet; deflar-31
el:gable fee ir/ 'trusty th!s yerir
We approached every sp-sode
'Slake Room For Daddy' as if
were a pa-it show By the end
the season. the pressure was a.
most unbear,ble
At t!se acadmey dinner last
lEarch I watched the faces 'arias%
war's women aged stwe'areeir
Erne_ of them. Moat of toe old
winners were stiii an t..p cirThr"
TV heap. They „were sUll thorn
ports. yet they were dethroned
Let the old winners stand
heads held hagh and preser
Emmy to the new victorsThis practice czat:1 result tr. b'
ter televisicn programs. This is
hike try an Emmy winner th..
he will not lose weskit, by fail.:.
to repeat will permit ham
toncentrate cm' proeuetng a gShow. every week, He can pi.) ;
to the
to the psiblie instead

4.:
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Blue Grass

HALE AND HEARTY AT 81

TUESDAY, AUGUST 16, 19
anew

1.111R,
_

•

I

;

• •

Hoover cuts ras 81st birthday cake
FORMER PRESIDENT Herbert
Looking on Is Mayor George
In Neo berg. Ore., his birthplace
and hearty. pronounced America
Layman Hoover. lookirg lisle
confidence in the future of
hale arid hearty. too'and expiesard
r internstiovia11
the A.Mer.CSUS way of life.
-

BACK IN CUBA TO OPPOSE BATISTA

WHEN "MISS AMERICA" time
rolls around, this blue grass
type. Ann Gillock. will be "Miss
Kentucky" In Atlantic City,
N J She plays an organ. Is
5-feet-8. weighs 125, measures
38-25-36 Miss Gillocles home
(international)
La Carrollton

71•

s .
•

STORM warnings are hoisted at
Atlantic City, N J. for Hurriih te rhattea&
cane Coruue.

•
41,

You don't have to dig down

•

•

••••

"7-7

r— r:14.1,7,•k ;

tr-zde
Inc Ernmys a
Lets dtvry
httle rnere. Tries wort will bt
better for it

•

-77

AMR R
FRIDAY
AUGUST

•
in Andover, 0, where an explosion touche
tROOlti and other rescue workeis *ft smoldering debris
fire which nearly wiped out a down
off by lightning razed a restaurant and dairy store and caused
morning. Troops are from Vienn
town city block. Death toll was 21 when photo was Made in early
ternattonal
Air Foree Base near Youngstown. 0.

iI

19

Waldrop Show Grounds
Niches. ..11 !South
Ausprees Young Flusines. Mena
( lob

,
former presiAll SMILES AND SUN GLASSES, Carlos Pun Socarra&.
dent of Cuba. lea es plane in Havana with his wife on arrival
from the U S H. Is In Cubs to head opposition to President
fernattonal Sound photo/
Fulgenclo Batista,

.
!labor'
Bitt ess
.
Sh ,4IJp
In Congress

,

In the coMmittee th education and
.
'Bailey.' Y. tes recalled. "is aged
He struck Powell. aged 46
when the latter accused him of
telling an untruth"
Yates. by the way. would like
r
to be sure that everyone Imows
I he is not the Yates in the Dixon- J T '
Yates power controversy.
Tates saes that he has his
I
\
W
R. UARINAN
troubles, jrnd suepects that his '
Co,
'espo
I•nited Press etaff
ndeni etlleaque. Rep Henry Aldous Dixon.,
WASHINGTON T - Tempera the Utah Republican often Is rntsfor:seen:1y sizzle.. *Sec Congress . taken for the cther Disten.
ts adieu:matfett fever ;4'41 MAWS
Anyhow, 8 dney Yates of Illinois
haste to flee Wish.r • -es heat says that his secretary picked up
and humeri!
wil phorM. and said 9uSte properly: 1
Words, fly, and semeta!• es fists. I "This is Congresernan Yates' of..Rep. Sidney R: Yates. the Dem- flee."
The rolce at the' other ensi of
crat from Illinois, who was artsus to iret tame himself, 'told the wire gulped and said7
'1 beg pardon Miss. I wag calling
- Is constituents in his latest news.etter ;limit something that hap-- Congreeema- DOcon's atfieet"
• riled In* a previous SeS511Pri.
RING
It seems_ according to Yates
!hat a congressman trim Mdiar.,
.:lotted ir, while one cf his Ohio
(otleasues was waxing 1,aid about
eornething w other en toe floor or
.
!he House.
The honorable Hosier wound UP
his tirade by calling the honorable
Ohioan a "jackass - The Ohioan
nlayed hurt and th. so.-aker told
• he Hoosier to guar, h s tongue.
t'IS said
The gentleman from
was isarrY
I used.
"I withdraw the w,
3tIr Speaker" he s •id
theless, it Is clear that tie gentim
Tar frr.rr, Otari i..oet of order"
COMBINED s
-0,1• of over' r 'a f.' way aide
if
01
1
0
II
S
I out of order'" was tee angry
retort !Mel the B'1,1“--n
.

441
4
.

Let's forget the low prwe for a minute. Let's forget our
of
genermis appraisal policy. Just think of the pure pleasure
the
surpass
to
nothing
there's
action
In
"
driving an Oldsmobile
reserve of power!
"Rocket"! You feel the extra safety of its ready
And for distinction, the "Go-Ahead" look is in a clisti

Killed in Thailane

CMS

Aoco4IDTEvni:
600 PEOPLE;
250 WILD ANIMALS
IS ELEPHANTS true Asia and Africa
6R,frrX4
TWICE DAILY 211111 M Df'0
CHILDREN 65.
ADULTS 51.11
ALL TICKETS KuS Tax. RESERVE AND
ADMISSION TICKETS ON SALE CIRCUS
Day Only at seott s Drug Store

•
mm
•AchY•
"Why

land M Ba,ley. the Des0ocrat of. New York This oeCurred
a few.weeks ago during a sethion

••

•••

$237462
upon

State
and local
reser ••tra.

Your price depends
the choice of model and
body style, optional equipment and accessories. Prices
may vary slightly in adjoining communities.

C:›LG IN/11

•
•

VISTI'lleltwROCRIT ROOM"... AT YOUR OLDSMORILI DIALER'S!
to. COOL doving

DEAD in an automobile accident
near Bangkok. capital of Thailand, is John E. Peurifny
(above). Id, S ambeaseelor. Also
Ions.
killed waa.trie of his two
Peurifoy. 48. was from Walterboro. S. C. He entered service
lInternational) 1
In 1935.

es low n•

that

• _

V-1.
" .rarled tne ma., from In1500
k• e- of no
'Yat-s --,.;••• that
• -. • he floor
t.11!•..,:' ''Sr
••
•-,:v
r.

floc•I'

LOCAL DELIVERED PRICE
Oldsmobile "88" 2-Door Sedan

of all
itself. That's why this is the fastest -selling Oldsmobile
popularity.'
time . . that's why Olds is Du:gaining all' others in
models in
And you ran own an Oldsmobile for less than many
show
we'll
...
in
Come
field."
ice
"lowest-pr
so-called
the
pocket ...
you in black and white that there's a "Rocket" for every
Olds!
an
to
up
to
step
down"
"dig
to
you don't have

1
11(5

350 CIRCIS ARTISTS

lowdlop

...to step UP to a "'Rocket"!

4!Vw
111604
GIGANTIC

3
SHOW

%N -or 14•Iiday Srion
.

-

eel an

J. T. HALE MOTOR SALES

AIR-CONDITIONED
OLDSMOBILE!
La

•• ,•••

- •.01

••••••11, WAWA..

d•-••••••••••1

I

321 W. Broadway
Telephone 96. Mayfield

• t

Seventh and Maio
Telephone 833. Murray

co AHEAD! DRIVE EL YOIJR,SELFI -- THE GOING'S GREAT, IN

A ROCKET 8"!

